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Maximize your students reading experience by providing activities that foster comprehension and reinforce understanding of literary elements. Activities for each section allow
students to process portions of the novel through individual and collaborative exercises that encourage close reading. Suggestions for maintaining Interactive Novel Logs
provide students with additional ways to reflect and connect personally with the novel. Students have the opportunity to synthesize their ideas through a variety of post-reading
activities. Correlated to the Common Core State Standards.
The classic story by E. B. White, author of the Newbery Honor Book Charlotte's Web and The Trumpet of the Swan, about one small mouse on a very big adventure. Now
available as an ebook! Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Stuart Little is no ordinary
mouse. Born to a family of humans, he lives in New York City with his parents, his older brother George, and Snowbell the cat. Though he's shy and thoughtful, he's also a true
lover of adventure. Stuart's greatest adventure comes when his best friend, a beautiful little bird named Margalo, disappears from her nest. Determined to track her down, Stuart
ventures away from home for the very first time in his life. He finds adventure aplenty. But will he find his friend? Stuart Little joins E. B. White favorites Charlotte's Web and The
Trumpet of the Swan as classic illustrated novels that continue to speak to today's readers. Whether you curl up with your young reader to share these books or hand them off
for independent reading, you are helping to create what are likely to be all-time favorite reading memories.
Willy Wonka's famous chocolate factory is opening at last! But only five lucky children will be allowed inside. And the winners are: Augustus Gloop, an enormously fat boy
whose hobby is eating; Veruca Salt, a spoiled-rotten brat whose parents are wrapped around her little finger; Violet Beauregarde, a dim-witted gum-chewer with the fastest jaws
around; Mike Teavee, a toy pistol-toting gangster-in-training who is obsessed with television; and Charlie Bucket, Our Hero, a boy who is honest and kind, brave and true, and
good and ready for the wildest time of his life!
Collects three classic novellas about animals trying to find friendship, love, and their place in the world.
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Making Meaningful and Lasting Connections with Your Kids
Layers of Learning
Issues, Challenges, Solutions
A Novel Study Guide for Charlotte's Web by E.B. White
When Wilbur gets too big for the Arable house, he moves to a new farm and wonders if he will make any friends.
New ways to teach reading, writing and the love of literature.
This Novel Study Guide is for the story Charlotte's Web, written by E.B. White. This resource includes comprehension and critical thinking questions for each chapter of the novel. Each Chapter
section includes: - Vocabulary words with definitions. - Fill-in-the-blank questions. - True or false. - Multiple choice. - Short answer questions. Also included are word puzzles: - Word Decoder - Word
Search - Word Scramble - Crossword - Hangman The resource finishes off with group projects. To see the other titles in our Novel Studies Series, check out our store.
Literacy in Early Childhood and Primary Education provides a comprehensive introduction to literacy teaching and learning. The book explores the continuum of literacy learning and children's
transitions from early childhood settings to junior primary classrooms and then to senior primary and beyond. Reader-friendly and accessible, this book equips pre-service teachers with the
theoretical underpinnings and practical strategies to teach literacy. It places the 'reading wars' firmly in the past as it examines contemporary research and practices. The book covers important
topics such as assessment, multiliteracies, reading difficulties and diverse classrooms. Each chapter includes learning objectives, reflective questions and definitions of key terms to engage and assist
readers. Written by an expert author team and featuring real-world examples from literacy teachers and learners, the book will help pre-service teachers feel confident teaching literacy to diverse age
groups and abilities.
Charlotte's Web: New in the Barn
Charlotte's Web : a Novel Study
Russia & Prussia, Central Asia, History of Science, Watercolor
Novel Units
Chocolate Fever
Don’t miss one of America’s top 100 most-loved novels, selected by PBS’s The Great American Read. This beloved book by E. B. White, author of Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan, is a classic of
children's literature that is "just about perfect." Illustrations in this ebook appear in vibrant full color on a full-color device and in rich black-and-white on all other devices. Some Pig. Humble. Radiant. These are
the words in Charlotte's Web, high up in Zuckerman's barn. Charlotte's spiderweb tells of her feelings for a little pig named Wilbur, who simply wants a friend. They also express the love of a girl named Fern,
who saved Wilbur's life when he was born the runt of his litter. E. B. White's Newbery Honor Book is a tender novel of friendship, love, life, and death that will continue to be enjoyed by generations to come. It
contains illustrations by Garth Williams, the acclaimed illustrator of E. B. White's Stuart Little and Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House series, among many other books. Whether enjoyed in the classroom or for
homeschooling or independent reading, Charlotte's Web is a proven favorite.
When Wasp needs assistance getting free from a spider's web, she asks Zebra for help and promises to repay the favor. Zebra thinks that's silly (the idea of being saved by a wasp) until the day he finds
himself in the company of a lion.
Charlotte's Web, one of America's best-loved children's books, is seamless in plot, poignant in its delineation of characters who will live in children's literature forever, and written with a seeming ease and
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fluency that make the reading as engrossing as it is effortless. The Annotated Charlotte's Web opens the door to the creator's workshop and allows the reader to glance over the shoulder of one of the most
exacting and fastidious American writers, watching as he forms his masterpiece.
A National Book Award finalist by Newbery Medalist Kate DiCamillo. Walking through the misty Florida woods one morning, twelve-year-old Rob Horton is stunned to encounter a tiger—a real-life, very large
tiger—pacing back and forth in a cage. What’s more, on the same extraordinary day, he meets Sistine Bailey, a girl who shows her feelings as readily as Rob hides his. As they learn to trust each other, and
ultimately, to be friends, Rob and Sistine prove that some things—like memories, and heartache, and tigers—can’t be locked up forever. Featuring a new cover illustration by Stephen Walton and an excerpt of
Kate DiCamillo's newest novel, Raymie Nightingale.
Charlotte's Web: An Instructional Guide for Literature
The Trumpet of the Swan by E.B. White
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
A Charlotte's Web Picture Book
Discover practical strategies to make reading aloud a meaningful family ritual. The stories we read--and the conversations we have about them--help
shape family traditions, create lifelong memories, and become part of our legacy. Reading aloud not only has the power to change a family--it has the
power to change the world. But we all know that connecting deeply with our families can be difficult in our busy, technology-driven society. Reading
aloud is one of the best ways to be fully present with our children, even after they can read themselves, but it isn't always easy to do. Discover how
to: Prepare your kids for academic success through reading to them Develop empathy and compassion in your kids through books Find time to read aloud in
the midst of school, sports, and dinner dishes Choose books across a variety of sibling interests and ages Make reading aloud the best part of your
family's day The Read-Aloud Family also offers age-appropriate book lists from infancy through adolescence. From a toddler's wonder to a teenager's
resistance, you will find the inspiration you need to start a read-aloud movement in your own home.
"Activities to teach reading thinking and writing"--Cover.
While composing what would become his most enduring and popular book, E. B. White obeyed that oft-repeated maxim: "Write what you know." Helpless pigs,
silly geese, clever spiders, greedy rats-White knew all of these characters in the barns and stables where he spent his favorite hours as a child and
adult. Painfully shy, "this boy," White once wrote of himself, "felt for animals a kinship he never felt for people." It's all the more impressive,
therefore, how many people have felt a kinship with E. B. White. Michael Sims chronicles White's animal-rich childhood, his writing about urban nature
for the New Yorker, his scientific research into how spiders spin webs and lay eggs, his friendship with his legendary editor, Ursula Nordstrom, the
composition and publication of his masterpiece, and his ongoing quest to recapture an enchanted childhood.
Suggests activities to be used in the classroom to accompany the reading of Spider Kane and the mystery under the May-Apple.
Zebra and Wasp
The Read-Aloud Family
Rigorous Reading
Charlotte's Web with Stuart Little and The Trumpet of the Swan
Some Pig!
Twelve-year-old Katy always planned to do a great many wonderful things but in the end did something she never planned at all.
In this unit you can play games that Russian children have been playing for centuries, make a cosmonaut craft of the Baikonur Cosmodrome in Kazakhstan, craft a lapbook of the
history of science, and try your hand at some real watercolor painting projects. There are dozens of projects to choose from in Unit 3-10. In each unit you'll find a recommended
library list, important background information about each topic, lots of activities to choose from for kids of all ages, and sidebars with a bunch more ideas including Additional
Layers, Fabulous Facts, On The Web, Writer's Workshop, Famous Folks, and Teaching Tips. Printable maps and worksheets are included at the end of each unit and may be printed
as often as needed for your family or class.
Read & Respond has been fully updated with new content. Itprovi teachers with a wealth of resources to teach Charlotte's Web. Notes and activities reflect the changes in the new
2014 Curriculum for England and include shared texts, guided reading notes, reading activities, speaking and listening activities, writing projects and assessment guidance. The
CD-ROM contains interactive activities. Charlotte's Web is the enchanting story of a cute piglet, a clever spider, a plucky girl... and their unbreakable friendship.
This instructional guide for literature is the ideal tool to help students analyze and understand this classic book. The engaging and rigorous lessons and activities utilize researchbased literacy skills that will help students become efficient readers. Students will dive eagerly into the world of Charlotte's Web while analyzing its many characters. They will
practice guided close reading, study text-based vocabulary, analyze story elements, and much more while making cross-curricular connections to mathematics, science, social
studies, and other areas. Strengthen your students' literacy skills by implementing this high-interest resource in your classroom!
Third Grade Angels
Novel Study
The Musical
Literacy in Early Childhood and Primary Education
The Story of Charlotte's Web
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The long-awaited prequel to the bestseller FOURTH GRADE RATS George, aka "Suds," has just entered third grade, and he's heard the rhyme about "first
grade babies/second grade cats/third grade angels/fourth grade rats," but what does this mean for his school year? It means that his teacher, Mrs.
Simms, will hold a competition every month to see which student deserves to be awarded "the halo" - which student is best-behaved, kindest to others,
and, in short, perfect. Suds is determined to be the first to earn the halo, but he's finding the challenge of always being good to be more stressful
than he had anticipated. Does he have to be good even outside of school? (Does he have to be nice to his annoying little sister?) And if Mrs. Simms
doesn't actually see him doing a good deed, does it even count? A warm, funny return to elementary school from master storyteller Spinelli.
"From the Anglo-Saxons to the Renaissance, from chivalrous knights to Genghis Khan, students will improve their knowledge of medieval times while
learning to write with Structure and Style. This theme-based writing curriculum offers a full year of instruction for students in grades 6-8 and is
perfect for homeschoolers, homeschool co-ops, tutors, and hybrid schools. Working through all of IEW's Units 1-9, students learn to take notes, retell
narrative stories, summarize references, write from pictures, compose essays, and more. Includes vocabulary cards, literature suggestions, and access to
helpful PDF downloads. This book is designed to be used by an instructor who has been through or is currently viewing the Teaching Writing: Structure
and Style video course." -- Amazon
Because of his unusual love for chocolate in any form, Henry Green makes medical history with the only case of chocolate fever.
Charlotte's Web is about a pig named Wilbur and his friendship with a spider named Charlotte. After Wilbur is in danger of becoming dinner, Charlotte
writes messages praising the pig in her web in the hopes of sparing his life. Our unit provides teachers with a highly structured format for teaching
language arts as students develop a love for reading longer materials like novels. Various areas such as reading comprehension, vocabulary development,
spelling, grammar, and writing are all entwined in this integrated approach eliminating the need for teaching these skills separately. This Novel Study
provides a teacher and student section with a variety of activities, chapter questions, crossword, word search, and answer key to create a well-rounded
lesson plan.
Charlotte's Web (Novel Study) Gr. 3-4
What Katy Did
5 Access Points for Comprehending Complex Texts
An Instructional Guide for Literature
E.B. White : Study Guide

Relates the special relationship between a young girl named Fern and Wilbur, the spring pig she raises and loves.
This unit study offers many wonderful activities to use while having students read the book, but the book is not included. The entire unit
also offers the ability to create a lapbook if you print out some of the pages. There are between 6 and 10 lessons. Activities in this lesson
include Fill in the Blank, Multiple Choice, True and False, Comprehension, Encyclopedia Skills Activity, Journal Activity, Vocabulary,
Sequencing, Handwriting, Main Idea, Prediction, Comparison Literature Skills Activities including: Main Character, Main Setting, Main
Problem, Possible Solutions, Character Traits, Character Interaction, Cause and Effect, Description, Pyramid of Importance, Villain vs.
Hero. Creative Writing Activities including: Letter, Fairy Tale, Mystery, Science Fiction, Fable, Dream or Nightmare, Tall Tale, Memoir,
Newberry Award, A Different Ending. Writing Skills Activities including: Description, Expository, Dialogue, Process, Point of View,
Persuasion, Compare and Contrast, Sequel, Climax and Plot Analysis. Poetry Skills Activities including: Couplet, Triplet, Quinzain, Haiku,
Cinquain, Tanka, Diamante, Lantern and Shape Poem. Create a Newspaper Layout Activities including: Editorial, Travel, Advice Column,
Comics, Society News, Sports, Obituary, Weddings, Book Review, Want Ads, Word Search. Poster Board Activities including: Collage,
Theater Poster, Wanted Poster, Coat of Arms, Story Quilt, Chalk Art, Silhouette, Board Game Construction, Door Sign, Jeopardy. The unit
has many activities which can be generally used with other books along with the specific questions and comprehension for this book.
www.hshighlights.com offers over 200 great unit studies in PDF format as well.
Novel-Ties study guides contain reproducible pages in a chapter by chapter format to accompany a work of literature of the same title.
Suggests pre-reading activities, vocabulary and comprehension exercieses, and follow-up activities to use in conjunction with teaching the
book Charlotte's Web.
Charlotte's Web
Charlotte's Web Novel Units Teacher Guide
E. B. White's Eccentric Life in Nature and the Birth of an American Classic
The Annotated Charlotte's Web
Charlotte's Web Lit Link Gr. 4-6
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Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than anything
else to become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!"
Frightened by the talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio
gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi
is about the mischievous adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature
and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It
includes 40 illustrations.
What it really means to “read closely” Call it close reading, call it deep reading, call it analytic reading—call it what you like. The point is, it’s a level of understanding that
students of any age can achieve with the right kind of instruction. In Rigorous Reading, Nancy Frey and Doug Fisher articulate an instructional plan so clearly, and so
squarely built on research, that teachers, schools, and districts need look no further: Purpose & Modeling Close & Scaffolded Reading Instruction Collaborative
Conversations An Independent Reading Staircase Performance
A collection of cross-curricular lessons to accompany the novel by E.B. White offers sample lesson plans, vocabulary lists, quizzes, cooperative learning activities, and book
report ideas.
"Chapter questions & answer key, language & literacy activities, teacher guide for easy implementation"--Cover.
Active Reading : a Teacher's Guide to Novel Study for Charlotte's Web by E.B. White
Student Packet Grades 3-4
Stuart Little
Charlotte's Web by E.B. White : a Novel Study Unit
Charlotte's Web Novel Literature Unit Study and Lapbook
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